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Abstract: The purpose of this system is to develop a wheelchair that will be controlled by the eyes of the person seated in the wheelchair. The developed system will be permissible the paralyzed & physically handicapped people to control wheelchair without the help of other people. The web camera is mounted in front of the user, a mounted camera will track eye movement & control a wheelchair to go forward, left, & right. We have included sensor on the front of the wheelchair for obstacle detection. In this system two individual motors are fixed on each wheel. L293D driver is used to control these two motors. Emergency switch is used to stop wheelchair immediately. To control this whole system here raspberry pi board are used.


1. INTRODUCTION

Eye monitoring wheelchair is a system for a people who are physically disable or paralyzed. This Eye monitoring wheelchair system makes their life more efficient and to provide them opportunity of independence. Eye monitoring wheelchair system is developed using camera for capturing the image. But someone required attention on itself, so here we use emergency switch to stop. Camera captured the image in real time based on face, eye and eye pupil detection with minimum delay of time and analyze the image as input to interface the motor driver IC, to perform the different operation such as left, right, forward stop. Image processing open computer vision library is used for face and eye detection.

Raspberry pi board is soul of the system, which control the complete system operation. Image processing based data signal sent to the raspberry pi, raspberry pi received the data and analyze it and send the control signal to motor driving circuit, based on the location of eye pupil. This will decide motor run either in clockwise or anticlockwise direction or stop. Two individual motors are fixed on each wheel [1].

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

There were many previous works carried out on the electric wheelchair.

In (1), voice based method which use users voice as source input. Voice is convert into digital form. But in that voice are come from surrounding will affect the model, but in our project there is used eye based method in that we can detect only image of user.

In (2), ARM based wheelchair control system. It does not take real time image and in our system we can take image at real time with minimum delay.

In (3), head gesture based wheelchair control system. It is expensive and they take to much time to get up the speed and in our system we take image very fastly with less movement of eye.

In (4), wheelchair operated by tongue motion. In that wheelchair is operated at tongue motion but the problem is that movement of tongue is very difficult and in our project motion of eye is very easy.

In (5), Eyeball Motion Controlled Wheelchair Using IR Sensors. In that IR sensor is mounted on eye frame. This frame analyze the movement of the eye. And in our project detection of the image is on the eye, there is not use of eye frame.
3. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. RASPBERRY Pi:

Raspberry pi board is heart of the project. Raspberry pi board have Linux based operating system which is known as raspbian and compatible with raspberry pi board. A real time data receive and determine the digital data by raspberry pi B+ model board, which is very efficiently work with the multiple images. Raspberry pi sends the command to motor driver which is enabling the GPIO pin to raspberry pi [1]

B. Webcam:

Webcam is a hardware camera that captures either still pictures or motion video of user. Web camera is a digital camera that’s connected to a computer. It can send live pictures. for interfacing a camera with raspberry pi board UV4L driver is required

C. Ultrasonic sensor:

Ultrasonic sensor is used for detecting obstacle, which comes in the path of wheelchair. Sensor is directly connected to the raspberry pi board. [2]. If any obstacle is detected very close to wheelchair, motors will stop to run the wheels. [2]

D. DC motors:

In this project Two 12 v DC motors is used to move wheelchair in left, right and forward direction. L293D motor driver allows Dc motor to drive on either direction L293D is 16 pin IC which can control a set of two DC motor simultaneously in any direction so that to control two DC motor here use L293D IC.

3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

A. Open CV image library:

Open CV (Open Source Computer Vision) is a library of programming function mainly aimed at real-time computer vision. Open CV is released under a BSD license and free for both academic and commercial use. It has C++, C, Python and Java interfaces and supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS, iOS and Android. Open CV was designed for computational efficiency and with a strong focus on real time application.
B. Python language:

Python is an interpreter, object oriented, high level programming language for general-purpose programming. Its high level built in data structures, combined with dynamic typing and dynamic binding; make it very attractive for rapid application development. Python’s easy to learn syntax emphasizes readability and therefore reduce the cost of program maintenance. The fast edit – test – debug cycle makes this very effective. Moreover Matlab is used for coding but it is quite expensive and algorithms are proprietary, math work puts restriction on code portability.

4. DESIGN METHOD

In our system open computer vision (OpenCV) free access library algorithm used for Image processing.
The OpenCV library plays a very important role, and it gives the knowledge of Image processing.

A. Face & Eye detection:

Our first aim is to detect user face & eye accurately. If there are multiple faces, it will show the error. So we can use Haar cascade algorithm to detect face & eye individually, it make rectangular on face. After detection of face, it will try to detect the eye on the face and draw the rectangular box on the eye [2]. To detect the eye pupil and centre points is our main goal of the system.

B. Canny Edge Detection:

Then we applied canny edge detection method to detect the eye corner. Average of these two points indicates the centre point. minimum distance indicates the eye pupil in left and maximum value indicates the eye pupil indicate in right. If in these system there is no movement of eye it will indicates eye is in centre position [2] To measure the distance between the centre point and eye circle centre point using coordinates system[4].

C. Hough transform:

Hough transform is used to draw circle on eye pupil, it is used to detect movement of eye pupil. Camera capture the images continuously and according to eye movement, a Hough circle transform detects the movements of eye pupil and drawing the circles[4].

D. Eye Tracking:

To track the Eye movements we use projection function algorithm was used, where the coordinates system points the eye center point location [2] [4]. The horizontal and vertical axis based two directional graph represents the eye movements in left or right direction. And detects average point of eye pupil location. A captured Projection function graph shows relation between the eye center and respective projection points. The X and Y scale points indicates the directions of the eye movements [4].

The eyeball position at the (A0, B0) point is:

\[ A0 = \frac{(A1 + A2)}{2} \]
\[ B_0 = \frac{(B_1 + B_2)}{2} \]

Where the A2 and A1 is the corner point of the eye pupil, and A1 and A2 indicates the corner points of the eye in X direction. In vertically B1 and B2 indicates the corner of the eye pupil in Y direction. The coordinate points (A0, B0) represents the actual eye location. And based on that system send the commands for wheelchair movements [2][4].
5. FLOWCHART

1. Inactive
   - Analyze face and eye
     - Recognize eye open?
       - YES
         - See forward
         - See right
       - NO
         - Obstacle detected
           - NO
             - Move forward
           - YES
             - Move forward
             - Move left
               - YES
                 - Someone calls
                 - NO
                 - Move forward
               - NO
                 - Recognize eye close?
                   - YES
                     - Move left
                   - NO
6. RESULT

According to the position of eye pupil the wheelchair moves in left, right & forward direction. Eye monitor system which allows movement of user wheelchair depending on the eye movement.

![Output of system](image)

7. FUTURE WORK

Need to work on wheelchair movement when the person just casually seeing in different direction. To make the system more interact with patient we need to add some additional sensors.
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9. CONCLUSION

Eyeball operating wheelchair system is developed for physically handicapped & paralyzed people to make their life independent. Raspberry pi board are used to control this whole system. Web camera is used for capturing the image. Eye ball operating wheelchair system is controlled by eye pupil movement and emergency switch. According to the position of eye pupil the wheelchair moves in left, right & forward direction. Dark light area affects the performance of wheelchair, difficult to track the eye pupil in dark light.
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